Abstract

**Background** The adherence to inhaled controller medications is of critical importance for achieving good clinical results in patients with chronic respiratory diseases. Self-management strategies can result in improved health outcomes and reduce unscheduled care and improve disease control. However, adherence assessment suffers from difficulties on attaining a high grade of trustworthiness given that patient self-reports of high-adherence rates are known to be unreliable.

**Objective** Aiming to increase patient adherence to medication and allow for remote monitoring by health professionals, a mobile gamified application was developed where a therapeutic plan provides insight for creating a patient-oriented self-management system. To allow a reliable adherence measurement, the application includes a novel approach for objective verification of inhaler usage based on real-time video capture of the inhaler’s dosage counters.

**Methods** This approach uses template matching image processing techniques, an off-the-shelf machine learning framework, and was developed to be reusable within other applications. The proposed approach was validated by 24 participants with a set of 12 inhalers models.

**Results** Performed tests resulted in the correct value identification for the dosage counter in 79% of the registration events with all inhalers and over 90% for the three most widely used inhalers in Portugal. These results show the potential of exploring mobile-embedded capabilities for acquiring additional evidence regarding inhaler adherence.
Introduction

Incidence and prevalence of chronic diseases in general are increasing worldwide with a significant societal and financial impact. In the case of chronic respiratory disease which include asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary distress (COPD) among others, evidence points to more than 1 billion individuals worldwide suffering from any of these conditions. This large incidence leads to an increased economic burden which in Europe amounts to a total annual cost of more than €380 billion. For asthma in particular, an estimate points to a mean cost for each patient per year of €1,700 in Europe and €2,800 in the United States.

Chronic obstructive respiratory diseases (CORDs) are high-burden chronic diseases affecting patients throughout the life cycle. CORDs are already the third leading cause of death worldwide and have a considerable impact on patients’ quality of life. The possibility of health deterioration in a patient with CORD is permanent, increasing the susceptibility to exacerbations, which can cause frequent hospital admissions. Thus, patients with CORD require regular medical check-ups and monitoring of their health status.

Asthma is a particular case of CORD that may appear from an early age and is characterized by a chronic inflammation of airways placing severe limitations on daily life and being sometimes fatal.

At present, asthma has no effective cure, so efforts are aimed at reducing manifestations of the disease. Being a chronic disease, treatment relies on reaching a stable condition and then maintaining the control of this status in an attempt to minimize future exacerbations. Additionally, it has been established that self-management strategies can result in improved health outcomes, particularly for those with chronic diseases. Pinnock et al showed that supported self-management for asthma can reduce unscheduled care and improve asthma control, without significantly increasing the total health care costs.

Inhaled controller medications are the cornerstone of asthma treatment, with established benefits in decreasing the severity and frequency of symptoms and exacerbations. Albeit this evidence and in line with other long-term treatments, treatment adherence rates in asthma are known to be low. This poor medication adherence and persistence can be associated with increased rehospitalization, morbidity, mortality, and increased health care costs.

In this scenario, and for health professional’s intervention to be effective and timely, monitoring of medication adherence plays an important role in keeping the disease under control. However, adherence evidence gathering suffers from difficulties in attaining a high grade of reliability creating the conditions for incorrect estimation of medication adherence. These difficulties can lead to several potentially expensive and dangerous problems such as effective treatments being judged as ineffective, expensive and unnecessary diagnostic procedures may be ordered, and changes in therapy that may be unnecessary or dangerously intensified. Furthermore, Jácome et al have reported a discordance in the assessment of inhaler adherence between health professionals and the patient. Being inhaler adherence currently a top priority for research and policy agendas, the need for objective adherence measures is reinforced to allow a better opportunity for improving patient–physician agreement and shared decision-making which is a relevant factor for medication adherence improvement.

Adherence evidence is mainly gathered through medical/dispensing records, or reliance on self-reports. Self-reports, although simple, cheap, and minimally intrusive are subjective and unreliable, nevertheless they are still considered one of the preferred methods to monitor adherence.

Some approaches developed to objectively measure adherence use, the sound produced during inhaler usage. But this implies attaching additional devices to the inhaler which may lead to a less integrated monitoring experience given that for instance they need to be recharged. Other approaches are based on electronic monitoring devices (EMD) designed for wrapping the inhaler and are integrated into the inhaler mechanical parts, allowing the evaluation of adherence rates by logging the time of actuation. These approaches are a step forward gaining some acceptance; however, wide dissemination is difficult, costly, and usually do not allow easy access to acquire data and rely on the manufacturer proprietary system. These approaches although providing the advantage of objective readings, have currently limited feasibility for routine use in clinical practice and resource-constrained settings.

With the recognition that nonadherence is a major problem and that patient self-reports of adherence are unreliable, new objective adherence measurement tools need to be developed to provide additional evidence to better inform therapeutic decisions.

Survey data indicate that application-capable smartphone ownership and use are becoming quite common. According to the latest statistics, more than 3 billion people (almost half of the world population) are using a smartphone.

In this context, exploring ubiquitous and easy to use devices, packed with sensors, through mHealth approaches
is highly promising and has good potential for delivering innovative adherence measurement tools easily integrated into everyday lives of asthma patients with asthma, promoting chronic disease management, and symptom control.31–33

The use of smartphones can be a relevant option to consider for changing behaviors that lead to improvements in asthma medication adherence.34,35 These may work in parallel to health professional’s active intervention through enhancing information gathering directly or indirectly by the patient and the provision of automated personalized advice generated by the intervention based on information.36 Additionally, gamification-based approaches, which consist on the use of game design elements in nongame situations, have been used with the purpose of making use of the potential motivating effect that games produce to increase the engagement in a particular activity.37 In the case of health care these approaches may evidence positive effect on health and wellbeing38 and have being used in asthma applications to motivate users.29

Inhaled controller medications are available through metered-dose inhalers (MDIs) and dry powder inhalers (DPIs). These inhalers are the main asthma medication intake devices in many countries.40 The more recent ones provide visual cues to the patient indicating the remaining dosages through numbers or scale representation. Although not revealing the effectiveness of each inhalation, these counters provide evidence on the actual use through activations count.41

As can be observed in – Fig. 1, different inhaler models and shapes are available in the market having different presentation approaches to dosage counters, evidencing large heterogeneity in dimensions and content (some provide sequential numbers, others number steps with pictographic indicators in between). Given the analogic nature of these counters, based on embedded mechanic mechanisms, to our knowledge, there is no straightforward way of gathering and processing these events through an automated approach.

Nevertheless, one common characteristic shared between inhalers is that counters are composed of text which retains evidence of inhaler usage, they are, however, located and shaped heterogeneously. In other areas of research, such as aids for the visually impaired, some approaches based on text detection techniques have been developed making use of smartphones for text extraction and text to speech translations from the context-acquired scenes and objects.42 In our research context, a therapeutic plan is available providing the necessary insight for a preassumption to be made regarding the particular inhaler shape to be used and a valuable expected pattern of use (number of inhalations per day in normal usage) that can foster a more accurate text detection operation.

Template matching is a classic and fundamental method in computer vision used to score similarities between objects for finding a subimage of a target image which matches a template image.43 This method is flexible and relatively straightforward to use.

Additionally, machine learning technology has been gaining wide adoption and popularity and pushed into mainstream software development by several application programming interfaces (APIs) being made available including pretrained models. Particularly for mobile devices, frameworks, like machine learning (ML) Kit from Google44 or Core ML from Apple,45 allow developers to include with staggering ease features for face detection, text detection, and object classification.46

A prototype of a novel approach to acquire inhaler’s dosage counter progress, exploring the potential of mobile devices characteristics and available frameworks for image processing and machine learning-based text extraction, to acquire inhaler’s dosage counter progress allowing for increased remote and objective monitoring was proposed as part of the application InspirerMundi. This approach was tested with a small subset of available inhalers and although showing promising preliminary results,47 needed improvements were also identified.

**Objective**

Thus, in this work, we aim to present the enhanced version of the inhaler usage detection module, designed having in mind the possibility of reuse in other applications, and the results of a laboratory validation study with all inhaler devices available in the Portuguese and Spanish markets.
Methods

InspirerMundi Application

The InspirerMundi application was designed with the intent of transforming the process of adherence to treatment into a positive experience through gamification and social interaction, while allowing for verified monitoring of treatment adherence. InspirerMundi aims to support patients' medication management by providing an overall picture of the prescribed therapeutic plan and related reminders. It incorporates a set of features in line with some of the solutions proposed to address different types of phenotypes in patient nonadherence (e.g., reminders, social support, and objective information acquisition).

It was developed through a highly iterative process incorporating input/feedback from patients and physicians throughout.

The application design and dynamics draw from social interaction and peer support the drive to prompt users to engage on a quest for maintaining the disease controlled and monitored while providing support to other community members. For that purpose, it includes, as the main interaction interface, a timeline in which expected events of monitoring and medication intake are depicted providing a quick reference when a medication is due (Fig. 2).

The scheduling of events is in some cases predetermined, for example, for symptom and asthma control questionnaires (e.g., Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test [CARAT]) which have a fixed periodicity while in others, it is extracted from the therapeutic plan inserted by the patient. This plan includes the registration of the specific medications name, posology, frequency, and duration of the treatment (Fig. 3). The health professional participation is also included by providing the user with the possibility of sharing its data with him/her at any moment (Fig. 4). Besides planned medication, the user may also insert events of relief medication intake.

To promote user engagement, a gamification approach, was developed for wrapping the base functionalities and the process of medication detection and registration into a motivating experience.

Inspirers' driving story and dynamics derive from promoting users' social engagement in a quest for asthma medication adherence increase.

The main objective of the game is to increase the sphere of influence by coaching an expanding network of users that are designated as Warriors. Users start by assuming the role of a Warrior (beginner player) whose aim is to become an Inspirer (advanced player) to be able to socially influence other players. The Inspirer gives support to his/her Warriors promoting actively their evolution in medication adherence through social interaction.

Game mechanics are provided by a points system supporting users' progress throughout levels, making gradually
available new game interaction features, and user capabilities. The main components that support the game are points that are earned, when users take certain actions, such as register their medication intake at the right time, update medications, or get a positive assessment from other players in their network (Inspirer or Warrior). In addition, Inspirers may earn points from actions that promote their Warriors to earn points themselves (e.g., alerting that they should take their medication at the right time). This may be accomplished by exchanging messages and sending medication reminders through notifications. These features enable Inspirers to stimulate Warriors that are not compliant with the therapeutic plan, allowing for a more valuable network of influence.

Another encouragement for user’s interaction are virtual badges, used to reward individuals with high application engagement. Whenever the user reaches a certain goal or does something special, he/she will get rewarded with a specific virtual badge. As an example, when an Inspirer becomes linked with his first Warrior, the user will get the badge “Role Model.” These features along with game elements are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Inhaler Dosage Counter Detection Tool
According to the scheduled events created from the inserted therapeutic plan (medication type and frequency), users are regularly prompted to register their medication intake. Scheduled medication events can be of three types: inhalation (referred throughout as inhalers), pills, and others (such as a nasal spray or an oral solution). When the event is for an inhaler the user can use the mobile phone to automatically acquire and register the inhaler counter value after the use. Upon notification of an inhaler scheduled event, the user opens the application and is prompted to confirm that he/she has taken the medication through the real-time inhaler dosage counter value identification module. This action is accomplished by presenting the inhaler to the smartphone camera that will automatically detect the inhaler and the inhaler counter value. Upon detection, the user is requested to validate the value detected.

The module uses the smartphone camera and provides, through image processing techniques and machine learning tools, confirmation of the inhaler presented to the camera and a dosage value inferred from the acquired dose counter image. This process depicted in Fig. 5 happens in two phases that are described next.

Template Matching
The approach used to validate an inhaler is based on real-time template matching technique and is intended to confirm that the inhaler is presented to the camera in a certain position, which facilitates the identification of the dose counter location. Template matching is a digital image processing technique used to locate within an image, the area that best matches a certain object. This technique uses a source image and a template image where the source image is the space where a match with the reference template is searched for and the template represents the object that we intend to find. Template match algorithms perform the search by translation of the template image over the source image. However, for finding an object, using template matching, a few problems needed to be addressed, namely, the object’s position, angle, and size.

We assume a given size and position such that it is comfortable for capture operation, guaranteeing the minimum resolution needed to later work on dial analysis of the intake counter. By choosing only one complete template per inhaler and not performing rotation matches, we are also restricting the acquisition position to a single orientation. This choice is enforced by displaying the inhaler template on screen.

Another factor to consider is how to distinguish a match from a nonmatch. Usually, this can be done by thresholding, although, as the images being acquired in this scenario usually include uncontrolled background, a single threshold would not suffice. That leads to a generation of a second threshold. Each template is searched for in the frame (source image) by correlation, Gaussian smoothing (for stabilizing locally maximal response), and selection of the most likely response position (the highest value). Afterward, these positions are evaluated on whether they are too far from, where
they are expected to be, and if the distance between each other is within a tolerance range. The rationale is to combat spurious detection and guarantee that the inhaler is presented to the camera at the expected position and with the desired size.

As mentioned, two templates (Fig. 6) are defined for each inhaler: a larger one representing the complete inhaler outline and a smaller one representing the dial Region of Interest (ROI) only. Both, are processed by invalidating high-saturation pixels, with a soft threshold masking over the HSV

Fig. 4 Game achievements and adherence reporting and sharing screens.

Fig. 5 Workflow for dosage detection counter.
Dosage Counter Detection

To address the challenge reading the dose counter, we use a ML-based tools. In particular, we use Google ML Kit that provides an off the shelf straightforward way for mobile developers to incorporate ML into applications without the need to fully master the whole process of training models. Aiming at providing objective verification of adherence, the inhaler detection module was extended incorporating the ML Kit text mining API for dosage counter value number extraction.

The module acquires, in the template matching phase, up to five frames were the outline detection occurred successfully guarantying that the inhaler is present at an expected location. The module then processes each of the frames by first extracting a cropped image from the ROI. This region varies according to each inhaler, so a predefined section relative to the image size is defined. The image is then processed using the ML tool for the identification of blocks of text and the creation of a string representation from the extracted result. The module presents the output to the user based on the most frequent text detected among the set of successful frames acquired.

The detection module was developed as a complementary module to the application incorporating the necessary constructs to be easily reused within other applications.

For data processing and analysis, two additional corrections are performed after participants completed the tasks, outside the application and based on data stored for each of the frames collected. Correction no. 1 implied the elimination of all nonnumeric characters, as they are not present in any counter and result from insufficient/incorrect cropping or wrongly recognized characters. Correction no. 2 eliminated the nonacceptable numeric dose values by imposing an admissible interval. The admissible interval is defined by using the last confirmed dosage value (maximum) and an expected value (minimum) that is obtained by subtracting to the last confirmed value, the expected number of intakes that should have taken place between the last confirmed register and the actual date. In this simulation the actual value of the inhaler was used to determine the last recorded intake value (confirmed dosage value), assuming full adherence in the previous 2 days. A realistic therapeutic plan for each specific device inhaler was considered based on expert opinion. In both cases, the most common value after correction is chosen.

Validation Study

To validate the real-time inhaler dosage counter value identification module, a group of 24 participants was recruited within the university department staff, 10 were males and 14 were females with ages ranging from 20 to 55 years. Each participant was provided with a mobile device (iPhone 6s) and then asked to use the inhaler dosage counter value identification tool for registering a set of inhalers. All 12 device types having a numeric dose counter representing all the available devices in the Portuguese and Spanish market were tested (Fig. 1).

For some types of inhalers, more than one device was available but all had different dosage counter numbers represented. Upon each inhaler identification procedure that did not present the user with a correct number, participants were asked to insert the correct number present in the inhaler.

A correct detection was defined by comparing the most frequent text detected among the set of successful frames acquired with the actual values visible in the dose counters. For cases in which several values were fully visible, any of those was accepted as correct if detected. Data from each detection event were collected and stored in the device for further processing.
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Results
In total, 600 events were recorded by all the 24 participants included in the validation study. All participants completed the designated task for all the inhalers made available and the obtained results are presented in Table 1.

The results obtained reveal an overall good detection performance for every type of inhaler on the outline detection phase. In almost every case, the inhaler was detected at least in one frame and five frames, maximum limit was reached for 97% (582) of the events.

In the dosage counter, number identification phase based on the most common value, half of the inhalers revealed a correct dosage counter identification on over 75% of the events. On the other hand, two inhalers revealed a very low percentage of correct dosage counter identifications: Seretide MDI (15%) and Twisthaler (17%).

Applying correction no. 1, the overall performance increased in some cases by 20% (Easyhaler, Ellipta, and Spiromax inhalers).

With correction no. 2, there was also an increase in detection accuracy which in some cases was over 15% (Easyhaler, Ellipta, K-haler, and Seretide MDI).

After both corrections, global performance reached an average of 79% for all the inhalers. Dose recognition was achieved for at least 90% of the events in two-thirds of the inhalers and near 100% of the events in some inhalers. These corrections did not allow any performance increase for Twisthaler.

Discussion
We present the results of a laboratory study designed to validate the real-time inhaler dosage counter value identification module included in the InspirerMundi application. This module supports an objective verification of inhaler usage, which may enable and enhance remote monitoring of patient adherence by a health professional. A large range of inhaler devices, with heterogeneous shapes and dosages, counter value presentation was used for testing purposes.

In almost four-fifths of the registration events, it was possible to obtain a valid identification of the dosage counter. In particular, the performance reached over 90% for the three most common inhalers in Portugal during 2016 (Diskus/Accuhaler, Turbuhaler, and Spiromax), according to a retrospective population-based analysis made by the team in random sample of patients from the Portuguese electronic prescription and dispensing database (unpublished data and database described by Sá-Sousa et al.51 the analysis included all the tested inhalers but three that in 2016 were not available in the market: K-haler, Spiromax, and Ellipta). For the two inhalers with the lowest identification rates and after the inspection of the images used for text extraction, it was possible to identify that there were two different main reasons for failure. For Seretide MDI inhaler, an out of focus dosage counter display presented in most of the acquired images prevented a successful text recognition. This may be related to the used template size, which forced the inhaler to be too close to the camera, creating difficulties in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhaler devices by type</th>
<th>Detection events</th>
<th>Outline detection</th>
<th>Counter number recognition</th>
<th>Counter number recognition after correction no. 1</th>
<th>Counter number recognition after correction no. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diskus/Accuhaler</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72 (100)</td>
<td>61 (85)</td>
<td>63 (88)</td>
<td>67 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easyhaler</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48 (100)</td>
<td>28 (58)</td>
<td>37 (77)</td>
<td>45 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellipta</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72 (100)</td>
<td>38 (53)</td>
<td>55 (76)</td>
<td>65 (90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flutiform MDI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48 (100)</td>
<td>30 (63)</td>
<td>34 (71)</td>
<td>37 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-haler</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72 (97)</td>
<td>32 (44)</td>
<td>33 (46)</td>
<td>47 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3m MDI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>20 (83)</td>
<td>20 (83)</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexthaler</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>21 (88)</td>
<td>22 (92)</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novolizer/Genuair</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48 (100)</td>
<td>43 (90)</td>
<td>44 (92)</td>
<td>44 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seretide MDI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48 (98)</td>
<td>7 (15)</td>
<td>9 (19)</td>
<td>18 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiromax</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72 (100)</td>
<td>55 (76)</td>
<td>67 (93)</td>
<td>71 (99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbuhaler</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48 (98)</td>
<td>40 (83)</td>
<td>44 (92)</td>
<td>44 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twisthaler</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
<td>4 (17)</td>
<td>4 (17)</td>
<td>4 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (average)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>387 (63)</td>
<td>432 (70)</td>
<td>488 (79)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Results obtained from the tests for all inhalers
automatic focus process, along with a small size and deep dosage counter creating additional difficulties. Regarding Twisthaler, although the acquired images were of good quality, the adopted library with default trained model did not seem to be able to identify the characters, that is, the type of font present in the counter creates problems in the character classification. Twisthaler is rarely used in clinical practice, so the impact of the performance of the tool for this type of inhaler, in clinical practice, will be minimal.

We also observed that the detection method can be sensitive to highlight that create strong reflexes or shadows able to obscure the numbers. These effects prevent the acquisition of an image of enough quality to allow text detection, even for human eyes. The existence of an interface that allows the user to correct the identified value or to insert a value when identification was unsuccessful creates a failsafe system. Compared with the initial tests, the template matching phase performance increased substantially (from 42% over 5 inhalers to almost 100% over the 12 inhalers in the present study). The changes focused on redesigning inhaler templates by reducing graphical elements which allowed for a less strict match thus increasing the performance and the user experience. This course of action may lead to an increased chance of erroneous objects acquisition before the inhaler is presented to the camera. This is, however, minimized by the introduction of a delay on the actual acquisition of valid frames. Additionally, and despite that in this study, the images have been acquired in a more controlled environment, the increase in text recognition was also substantial, resulting from the increased performance in the acquisition of a valid frame.

Using template matching for inhaler type identification addressed the inexistence of trained models for inhaler recognition and classification which would allow a more flexible framing of the inhaler. The creation of a specific trained model for the available inhalers is the task ahead through which we expect to improve the lower performance devices and other issues.

In our opinion, with the obtained performance, it is reasonable to consider this method to be feasible for remotely monitor adherence to inhaled medication. The self-contained approach used for developing the module allows for easy integration on other applications where an objective measure of inhaler medication adherence is relevant.

This method is, however, still dependent on patient adherence to the application and the recording of inhalers. Nevertheless, the preference to engage in self-care through mobile technology is present in the literature where it is reported strong support for mHealth to assist asthma self-management by both individuals with asthma and health care professionals.

Additionally, serious games have been reported to have influence in promoting a healthy lifestyle and behavior change; hence, we expect that the gamified approach included in the InspirerMundi application may promote additional user engagement developing its influence along two axes: (1) promoting the medication intake through reminders and increased patient awareness, and (2) a more objective registration of medication intake and disease control that can be easily shared with the health professional who may now take decisions regarding changes in the therapeutic plan with more strong evidence base. This approach is also in line with the identified potential to help a smoother transition from health professional supported to a more empowered self-management scenario.

**Conclusion**

The proposed method revealed to be feasible and promising for acquiring additional evidence regarding inhaler adherence that can be easily shared with the health professional remotely. This approach allows for exploring the potential of mobile device capabilities without the need for external devices or still expensive electronic monitoring devices.

To our knowledge, there are not many approaches proposed in the literature that make use of mobile devices and its imbedded sensors to gather effective activation count from inhaler devices, thus making this work relevant to help mitigate the unreliability of patient adherence self-reports adherence. This system bridges the gap between the patient and the health professional by empowering the first with a tool for disease self-management and medication adherence promotion and creating the possibility of making available additional data to the last leading to better informed disease management decisions.
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